
 

Sadwēs, Anāhīd and the Manichaean Maiden of Light 
ANTONIO PANAINO (Bologna/Italien) 

It was MARY BOYCE in 19511 who first demonstrated the remarkable role 
attributed to Sadwēs in the framework of Iranian Manichaean cosmology.2 
Parthian Sadwēs [sdwys], corresponding to Pahlavi Sadwēs [stwys], a star name 
of Avestan derivation (satauuaēsa-, m. ‘having hundred servants/slaves’),3 ap-
pears in fact in the hymn M 741 R4 as the seducer of the Male Archons, thus 
as a divinity playing the role of the Maiden of Light, an evocation of the Third 
Messenger. The name Sadwēs occurs also in the Parthian ms M 1310 /1/, but 
unfortunately, as noted by SUNDERMANN,5 without context. Some Manichae-
an sources such as Kephalaia XCV,6 the Middle Persian fragment M 2927 con-
firm with regard to the Maiden of Light her function of rain-bringer and dis-
tributor, but it is in particular the Sogdian text on The Five Resurrections8 (M 
140)9 that states that she performs the third Resurrection ‘from rains and 
clouds, ceaselessly winter and summer, spring and autumn’.  

                           
1  1951, pp. 997-999. 
2  The present research belongs to a larger study of the Iranian ancient astral cosmologies, 

and it has partly benefited of the support deriving from the Project of National Interest 
(PRIN), entitled “Organizzazione territoriale e ideologia nello stato achemenide: gli 
insediamenti di Persepoli”, directed by Prof. A. V. ROSSI (Università di Napoli, 
l’Orientale), and sponsored by the Italian Ministry of the University. This study is one 
of many others final results produced by the local Unity of the University of Bologna 
(Branch of Ravenna). 

3  See the discussion concerning the etymology and the identification of this star in PANAINO 
1995, pp. 100-101. Satauuaēsa and Sadwēs should correspond to the star Fomalhaut,  
Piscis Austrini. It must be noted that the association between Lat. Sanduol and Pahl. 
Sadwēs, suggested by PINGREE, is untenable, as shown by PANAINO (2008; 2009, pp. 
97-99). Sanduol does not correspond in the Liber Aristotilis of Hugo Santallensis to Fo-
malhaut, i.e. Sadwēs, but to Deneb,  Cygni, probably called in Pahlavi Sālār [srd’l]. 
See SUNDERMANN 2001, I, p. 162, Addendum to the note 187. 

4  BOYCE 1951, p. 912; 1975, p. 98-99. Cf. DURKIN-MEISTERERNST 2004, p. 306. 
5  1979, p. 128, n. 187 [= 2001, I, p. 154]. 
6  See POLOTSKY/BÖHLIG 1940, I, pp. 240-244; GARDNER 1995, pp. 246-250; BOYCE 

1951, p. 999. 
7  BOYCE 1951, ibidem. 
8  Ibidem. 
9  BOYCE 1960, p. 12. 
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As MARY BOYCE underlined10 the identification between Sadwēs and the 
Maiden of Light,11 taken as the emanation of the Tertius Legatus (myhryzd in 
Parthian and myšyy b yy in Sogdian, but nryshyzd in Middle Persian and nrysf-
yzd also in Parthian)12 has an earlier and complex background. 

We know that already in Avestan literature this star named Satauuaēsa- was 
the most important supporter of Tištriia in the myth of the liberation of the 
waters.13 According to Yt. 8, 9,14 Satauuaēsa sends the waters, previously liber-
ated by Tištriia from the Sea Vouruka a (Yt. 8, 8),15 towards the seven Karšuuars 
of the earth, rising as a dispenser of peace to the countries, which will gain 
good harvest. Then, Satauuaēsa rises from the Sea Vourukaša, when the mists 
gather on the mountain Us.hi du (Yt. 8, 32),16 and distributes the clouds with 
the help of the Wind (Vāta), who drives rain, clouds and hail onto the seven 
Karšuuars (Yt. 8, 33).17 According to Yt. 13, 43,18 the Frauuašis release Satau-
uaēsa between heaven and earth, so that this star, just like Mi ra in Yt. 10, 
61,19 when he listens to the call (of the worshippers), can fill up the water, 
make water (i.e. rain) fall and plants grow, for the protection of cattle and hu-
man beings and of the Aryan countries as well, but also for the protection of 
the five kinds of animals and for that of the pious men. The same idea is re-
peated in Yt. 13, 44,20 where Satauuaēsa is the grammatical subject of the sen-
tence. Here the astral divinity is described as advancing throughout heaven and 
earth with the same positive functions of clouds and distributor of rains. 

Furthermore, we must note that Satauuaēsa, as the helper of Tištriia, is 
mentioned in connection with his role of adversary of the Pairikās, the falling 
stars or ‘starred-worms’ (stārō.k r ma-).21 In fact, the reference to such a minor 
yazata- occurs just after Yt. 8, 8, where the Pairikās are introduced for the first 
time, but also in connection with Tištriia’s main function of enemy of Apaoša, 
the demon of draught, in the final part of the seventh kardag of the Tištar Yašt, 
precisely where the myth of the combat between Tištriia and Apaoša is fully 
described. It is worth mentioning that Satauuaēsa was called raēuu  
                           
10  BOYCE 1951, ibidem. 
11  See the discussion offered by VAN LINDT (1992, pp. 170-175) about the Maiden of 

Light, as an emanation of the Third Messenger, to be distinguished from the Maiden 
of Light, the Living Fire, and (but in a different way), from the Twelve Maidens. 

12  GERSHEVITCH 19672, p. 40. 
13  PANAINO 1990, pp. 100-101; 1995, p. 93. 
14  PANAINO 1990, p. 35. 
15  PANAINO 1990, p. 34. 
16  PANAINO 1990, p. 56. 
17  PANAINO 1990, p. 57. 
18  WOLFF 1910, pp. 235-236; MALANDRA 1971, p. 120. 
19  Cf. also Y. 16, 8. See SCHLERATH 1968, II, p. 161; GERSHEVITCH 19672, pp. 102-103; 

MALANDRA 1971, p. 189. 
20  WOLFF 1910, p. 236; MALANDRA 1971, p. 121. 
21  PANAINO 2005. 
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xvar naŋvh , i.e. ‘bright xvar nah-endowed’, just like Tištriia, in Yt. 8, 32. He 
is also called srīrō ‘beautiful’ and ramaniuu  ‘dispenser of peace’ in Yt. 8, 9. Ex-
actly like Mi ra in Yt. 10, 61, as we noted before, Satauuaēsa is ta .āp m zau-
uanō.srūt m ta .āp m uxšiia .uruuar m (nom. in Yt. 13, 44: ta .āpō zauuanō.srūtō 
ta .āpō uxšiia .uruuarō ‘he who can fill up the water when listening to the call 
[of the worshippers], make the water [i.e. rain] fall and plants grow’). In Yt. 13, 
44, Satauuaēsa is again called srīrō ‘beautiful’, but also bānuu  ‘shining’ (< 
bānuua t-) and raoxšn m  ‘full of light’ (< raoxšn ma t-).22 

The Avestan data regarding Satauuaēsa that can be directly put in connec-
tion with the image of the Maiden of Light are many: Satauuaēsa as a star of 
Tištriia’s cycle is directly involved in the process of distribution of clouds and 
rains, but, in this respect, the yazata- shares with Mi ra, who was later identi-
fied by Parthian and Sogdian Manichaeans with the Tertius Legatus, some epi-
thets specifically concerning the fall of waters. We may affirm without doubt 
that Satauuaēsa also played an antidemoniac role, and that his brightness was 
emphasized in many places. The same characteristic was essential in the case of 
the Maiden of Light. It is interesting, however, to remark that in M 741 R 
/3a/ Sadwēs is called rōšn [rwšn] ‘bright, light’, an adjective very fittingly cor-
responding to raoxšn ma t- ‘full of light’ of Yt. 13, 44.  

According to M 741 R /4b/, Sadwēs, who must be the subject of the sen-
tence, ‘gives it (i.e. the Light born in the sphere) to the high Powers’ (pad ispīr 
rōšan zāyēd ud dahēd ō abarēn zāwarān [pd * spyr rwšn z’yd o ẅ23 dhyd  w  bryn 
z wr n]).24 This function played by Sadwēs in the seduction of the Demon of 
Wrath and of the other Archons should not be seen in isolation from the role 
of this star in the doctrine of the cosmic bonds, which was known in India, 
and in Iran, both among Mazdeans and Manichaeans, although with (at least in 
part) different connotations and implications. We cannot ignore that the same 
elements of Light are referred to in the first verse of this very hymn as bastagān 
‘the captives’, which are released from bondage (band), and that the rest of the 
fragment belonging to a second hymn concerning Pēsūs is full of references to 
the same doctrine. I have discussed in details the special implications of this 
terminology,25 which includes different doctrines attested in a relevant number 
of Manichaean texts. From an original model of Indian derivation, which in-
troduced the existence of planetary chords of wind pulled to and fro by de-
mons placed on the lunar nodes, later developed in the framework of the 
Purā ic literature to a kind of mill, where all the astral bodies were kept in 

                           
22  MALANDRA 1971, p. 77. Both epithets are hapax legomena. 
23  As very kindly Dr. DESMOND DURKIN-MEISTERERNST informs me, the copy of the 

text in Otani 6208+/R/8/ has wd; but M 741/R/4b/, which BOYCE was editing has 
ẅ, i.e. the abbreviation for wd. 

24  BOYCE 1951. p. 912; 1975, p. 98, n. 4. 
25  PANAINO 1997, pp. 280-290; 1998, passim. 
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motion by wind-ropes attached to the peak of Meru,26 the Iranians built up the 
image of planetary demons taken under control by the Sun and the Moon, as 
clearly attested in the Zoroastrian sources.27 Apparently both Zoroastrians and 
Manichaeans also accepted the idea of the existence of bounds connecting 
human souls to the seven planets and the twelve zodiacal constellations, or that 
of cosmic ropes, which connect heaven and earth. In the Manichaean sources 
we must note that the planets (named parīgān) were represented as bound with 
cords of the wind,28 but the human soul was also fastened by the demoness Āz 
to the stars and the planets. For instance, it is by means of such a bond that Āz 
would like to direct humans towards sin and badness.29 The celestial world is 
connected to the terrestrial one by means of ‘conduits’ (called in Coptic lih-
me)30 and ‘roots’ (Coptic noune), about which we possess a number of refer-
ences in Western and Eastern Manichaean and anti-Manichaean sources (Gr. 

 [rhízai], Lat. radices; cf. Panarion, LXVI, 26).31 These astral ‘links’ clearly 
had ambiguous functions, because they played at the same time a mechanical 
role such as that of making the cosmic sphere rotate, and a demonic function 
such as that of pouring iniquity on the earth (so particularly the third lihme), 
but also took the demons under control. In addition, some of them were also 
attached by Āz to the souls of human beings. A comparable image of the plan-
etary demons is clearly documented in Mandaean literature, particularly in the 
Ginzā.32 In the Ethiopic version of Henoch [XVIII, 13-16, XXI, 3-6], the sev-
en stars, probably the planets, were bound, and the astral bodies can turn 
thanks to the force of the winds.  

In this particular framework Sadwēs also plays his own role, because he 
was appointed as the General of the Southern quarter of the heaven33 and, 
thus, became the direct antagonist of Anāhīd (i.e. Venus),34 the planetary de-
mon bound to the chariot of the Sun. Furthermore, the star Sadwēs is some-
times quoted in Pahlavi literature with reference to the bonds that link it to the 
homonymous Sea Sadwēs.35 

It is clear that the direct antagonism between the star Sadwēs and the plan-
etary demon Anāhīd, as developed in the Zoroastrian milieu, was essential for 
                           
26  PANAINO 1998, pp. 52-57, passim. 
27  Ir.Bd. VA, 8 (cf. PAKZAD 2005, p. 79); see MACKENZIE 1954, p. 516. 
28  M 178; HENNING 1948, pp. 312-313. 
29  M 7982, 7983, ANDREAS/HENNING 1932, pp. 196-199; cf. PANAINO 1998, pp. 93-

104. 
30  See PANAINO 1998, pp. 105-129. Cf. also DEMARIA 1998. 
31  RIGGI 1967, pp. 118-125. 
32  LIDZBARSKI 1925, pp. 103, 97, 9-34; PANAINO 1998, pp. 131-140. 
33  Ir.Bd. II, 5 (cf. PAKZAD 2005, p. 37); see HENNING 1942, p. 231. Cf. PANAINO 1999. 
34  Ir.Bd. VA, 3 (cf. PAKZAD 2005, p. 78); see MACKENZIE 1954, p. 515. 
35  PANAINO 1998, pp. 79-80. The mention of the star and of the Sea Sadwēs occurs in 

the Wizīdagīhā ī Zādspram just after the narration of the myth of Tištar (see 
GIGNOUX/TAFAZZOLI 1993, P. 42-45). 
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the equation between the Zoroastrian divinity and the Manichaean one, as 
already noted by M. BOYCE.36 But, Satauuaēsa was a masculine yazata-, and his 
transfer to a female cannot be due only to the collapse of the gender system in 
Middle Iranian; also the direct opposition of this astral divinity with the more 
prominent image of Anāhīd, has to be deeply considered. Although Anāhīd 
appeared here in her planetary aspect, which was demonized, so that such a 
negative role was sharply separated from that of the Mazdean goddess, in any 
case the secular identification with the Planet Venus (Ištar) preserved some of 
the archaic characters of this remarkable divinity. We must recall that the de-
nomination of the planets in Iran strictly followed the prominent model of the 
Babylonian tradition, and that the planet Venus was given this designation 
because it was earlier associated with Ištar. In this respect the Greeks (with 
Aphrodítēs) and the Iranians (with Anāhīd) adopted a common pattern.37 Only 
in later times, did the Zoroastrian clergy introduce a dualistic reassessment of 
the recently well developed astrological art, which was based on Hellenistic 
traditions and Aristotelian and Ptolemaic parameters, although with a patent 
influence deriving from the Mesopotamian and, in some aspects, also Egyptian, 
astral divination. Thus, the positive influence on the sublunar world was at-
tributed only to the stars and the Zodiacal constellations (plus the Luminaries, 
of course), as it was already in Avestan sources (but outside of any strict astro-
logical model), where the stars were normally regarded as the bringers of rains 
and symbols of the cosmic order. In this way, in Iranian Late Antiquity, the 
five planets, apparently unknown in Avestan, were demonized and invested 
with all the negative influences affecting human beings. In other words, they 
inherited the hostile role played in the framework of Avestan uranography by 
the Pairikās or ‘starred-worms’, i.e. the falling stars. Thus, the planets, although 
they had earlier been given the proper names of prominent divinities, came to 
be demonized, but, because of the long and current use, their denominations 
were not changed. This explains why we have a planetary demon called 
Ohrmazd (Jupiter), whose name is the same as that of the highest Mazdean 
divinity, who corresponded exactly to Marduk (= Jupiter). In their own turn, 
the Manichaeans demonized not only the planets,38 but also stars and constella-
tions; only the two Luminaries, the Sun and the Moon, were exempted, alt-
hough this radical process of demonization of the astral beings shows some 
contradictions.39 One, and among the most relevant ones, is exactly that of 
Sadwēs. It is probable that, particularly in the Parthian Manichaean framework, 
the positive role of Satauuaēsa was separated from that of a proper star, and that 
his association with Anāhīd determined his equation with the Maiden of Light, 

                           
36  1951, p. 908, n.3, 910. 
37  PANAINO 1993; 1995, passim. 
38  When sources refer to seven planets, the additional two were not the Sun and the 

Moon, but the lunar knots; see SUNDERMANN 1973, p. 45, n. 13; PANAINO 1997. 
39  See PANAINO 1997, pp. 268-273. 
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whose astral function is in any case evident, although, in the Manichaean con-
text, it was no longer properly that of a star as such.  

The connections of Sadwēs with Tištar (Av. Tištriia) and also with Mihr 
(Av. Mi ra) contributed to enforce the link with the image of the Third Mes-
senger. In fact, Sadwēs, as a minor celestial actor, was much more transforma-
ble and adaptable to a new framework such as the Manichaean one. Such a 
mythological transfiguration would not been possible with Tištar, whose role 
was more important and whose identity was inseparable from that of a promi-
nent astral masculine divinity. Contrariwise, in Avestan, Satauuaēsa, although 
he operates like a star, apparently is never called stār-; it is only in the Pahlavi 
sources that Sadwēs is undoubtedly presented as one of the axtarān ‘stars’. Fur-
thermore, we must note that a potentially fitting equation of the Maiden of 
Light directly with Anāhīd, as postulated by CUMONT,40 would have been too 
charged with the overwhelming importance of this female Mazdean divinity, 
in particular in the framework of Iranian kingship, and made more difficult by 
her reversed negativization in the astrological context.41 In fact, the identifica-
tion of Venus with Anāhīd was current not only in Mazdean astronomy and 
astrology, but also in the Manichaean tradition, which, accepted an earlier 
stabilized pattern.42 Thus, the transfer of characteristics by Anāhīd, taken as a 
divinity, to Sadwēs, maintained and adapted as an astral divinity but no longer 
regarded as a proper star as in the Zoroastrian tradition, took place via the di-
rect confrontation between Venus and the General of the Southern stars. 

The present discussion gives to me the opportunity to touch, at least in 
brief, the problem of the relation between the Maiden of Light and the 
Twelve Maidens. We know that both are connected, particularly in the Coptic 
tradition, with the Third Messenger, but also that both are mentioned with 
relation to the myth of the seduction of the Archons. If it is impossible to state 
that they are the same image and figure, an oversimplistic solution, in my 
opinion the relation between them is strongly functional. The feminized 
Sadwēs, as an alter ego deguisé of Anāhīd, is a seducer, who operates in heavens, 
moving around and producing clouds and rains thanks to the light emitted by 
the demons. Although Sadwēs is no longer clearly identifiable as a star in the 
Manichaean context, she behaves as an astral transfiguration, which paradoxi-
cally results in the more similar (because of her turning around) image of a 
planet (i.e. Venus), although not demonized. The indefiniteness of the astral 
identity of Sadwēs takes advantage of a kind of ambiguity, in which this bright 
Maiden is not a precise astral body, although she moves in the celestial dimen-
sion and seduces the Archons. The movement of the Maiden can be imaged as 
occurring throughout the, now demonized, twelve Zodiacal constellations, of 

                           
40  1908, pp. 64-68; cf. BOYCE 1951, p. 909. 
41  GNOLI 2009, pp. 143-145, 150-153; PANAINO 2009a. 
42  PANAINO 1995, p. 69, n. 40. See also my article “Planets” in the web edition of the 

Encyclopædia Iranica. 
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which the Twelve Maidens are only a symbolic transfiguration. For instance, as 
M. BOYCE43 too thought against the opinion of DE MENASCE,44 the narration 
of the rain-myth, contained in the anti-Manichaean chapter XVI of the Pahla-
vi-Pāzand apologetic treatise Škand Gumānīg Wizār, is doubtless “closely con-
nected with that of the seduction of the Archons”. In paragraphs 28-37,45 this 
source clearly states that rain is the seed of the Mazandarān, the demons tied to 
the sphere; the light that they had previously eaten can now be liberated 
thanks to a particular stratagem. Thus, the ‘Twelve Glorious Daughters of 
Zurwān’ (dvāzdahą Xvarīgą Duxtarą i Zurvąn)46 provoke concupiscence and 
sexual excitation in the Mazdandarān demons,47 who ejaculate light through 
their own semen, which, falling on earth, makes the trees, plants and grains 
grow. The twelve Maidens are not the single Maiden of Light, but their role 
in this case is the same. The equation between her and Sadwēs, originally a star 
but also a transfiguration of the planet Venus (Anāhīd), permitted a new adap-
tation of this myth. Thus, the Twelve Maidens could represent the power of 
the Zodiacal constellations (formally demonized in Manichaeism), in which 
the Maiden of Light, equated to Sadwēs-Anāhīd (i.e. to a star and a planet, 
both demonized in this tradition), appears.  

But there is another remarkable fact, which has not yet been fully under-
lined, which demonstrates that the original stellar role of Satauuaēsa/Sadwēs 
was really known by Manichaeans and, thus, adapted to their mythology. The 
role played by Sadwēs as the General of the South in the astral battle against 
the planets was not per se significant in Manichaeism, because both kinds of 
astral bodies (fixed stars and planets as well) had apparently been demonized, 
but the fact that this antidemoniac action was played out in the celestial zone 
of the South was absolutely significant for a Manichaean observer. In fact, dif-
ferently from the Mazdean background where the quarter of the demons was 
the North, the Manichaeans considered the South to be the demoniac cardinal 
point, and the Southern position attributed to Sadwēs was therefore very fit-
ting to her new function as the seducer of the Archons and producer of rains 
and clouds, the Maiden of Light. 

Although Manichaeism demonized the stars, this process seems to have 
mostly involved the Zodiac, which was, as we have seen, presented under 
other allusive forms just as in the case of the Twelve Maidens. With regard to 
                           
43  1951, pp. 909-910. 
44  1945, p. 260, in the note to par. 14. 
45  See DE MENASCE 1945, pp. 253-256; for earlier translations see WEST 1885, p. 245; 

SALEMANN 1904, p. 19. Cf. also CUMONT 1908, pp. 60-61, n. 1. See also the new 
translation offered by CERETI in GNOLI 2006, p. 241. 

46  See DE MENASCE 1945, p. 254, 31. 
47  It is interesting to note that a demon of Māzan (probably to be connected with the 

region of Māzandarān) appears in the framework of the rain-production process per-
formed by Tištar, according to ch. XCII of the Dādestān ī Dēnīg (see GIGNOUX 1998, 
p. 391). 
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the so called extra galactic stars, i.e. to the stars belonging to the Milky Way, 
which, to a certain extent is included in the Column of Light, such a demon-
ization is not at all clear, and probably, as I have already suggested in earlier 
times,48 it was not really carried out. For instance, the General commanding 
the stellar zone outside of the ecliptic was called in Pahlavi Mazdean sources 
the Farreh ī Dēn or, as HENNING wrote,49 ‘the Tyche of the Religion’, which 
was probably associated with the Milky Way or the galactic sphere. The same 
divinity is known also in Manichaean Middle Persian, Parthian and Sogdian 
sources respectively as Farrah ī dēn [frh y dyn],50 Dēn Farrah [dyn frh],51 ēnī-farn 
or ēn-mazdayazn a i,52 while in Man. Uigur documents it was named Nom-
qutï.53 In the Manichaean framework she embodies, as in the Zoroastrian tradi-
tion, the Church, but represents the ‘Nous’ too.54 This and other examples 
show that Sadwēs, as a non-Zodiacal star, was probably considered to be of 
different nature and, thus, not subjected to the demonization we would have 
expected. 

Abbreviations 

BSOAS Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies. 
JRAS Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. 
SP Selected Papers (see HENNING 1977). 
SPAW Sitzungsberichte der Preußischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Berlin. 
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